
15-122: Principles of Imperative Computation

Recitation 6 Nivedita Chopra, Josh Zimmerman

Interface vs. Implementation and Abstraction

An interface is a set of functions (and possibly variables) that are exposed to people who use a li-
brary. For instance, for a stack we have the interface functions: bool stack_empty(stack S);, stack
stack_new();, void push(stack S, elem e);, elem pop(stack S);. Someone who uses this li-
brary only needs to specify what type elem is and use these functions. They don't need to worry about
how the stack is implemented: it could use a linked list, an array, or some other data structure.

An implementation of an interface is the actual code and data structures used to write it. We wrote a
relatively simple (but not particularly useful) implementation of stacks in lecture. In the implementation,
we had to specify how everything works (we had to write the functions and de�ne structs) so that we
can actually use the data structure.

The di�erence between interface and implementation is critical. If I'm using some stack implementation,
I don't want to think about how the author wrote it. I just want to be able to assume that it works
and does what I want it to do. If the author changes the way the implementation of the stack works,
my code should still work without any modi�cations (assuming that the stack code is still correct). This
makes my code far more maintainable and reliable�it doesn't matter what version of the stack library
I'm using or even who wrote it. If any implementation conforms to that interface then my code should
work with it.

This has some important consequences: namely, if some variable or function is not in an interface, you
SHOULD NOT use it. If you do and then the author of the library changes their code, yours will break
in a way that might be incredibly di�cult to detect and �x.

For example, in lecture on Thursday we'll change the implementation of stacks to make them work better.
If a user of the stack library relied on the way we implemented stacks yesterday, they'd �nd that their
code breaks when the implementation of stacks is improved.

Another key idea that comes up when talking about interface and implementations is the idea of ab-
straction. When we talk about an interface, we're abstracting away the detail of how that interface is
implemented. Instead, we talk about how we can use that interface.

A lot of implementations are very complicated, so this idea of abstraction is critical to writing software:
it lets us write the stack code once and then not have to remember how it works when we're writing
code that uses it.

Typedefs

It's often annoying to type out the full name of a type, either because it's a long name, because it's
di�cult to conceptually think about the original name, or because we want to make our code work with
elements of multiple types.

For example, if you want to store ints in your stack, you might use the command typedef int elem;.
Then, when you compile your code with the stack implementation, the compiler will realize that every-
where the author of the stack library wrote �elem�, it should �ll in �int�.

On assignment 1, some of you may have noticed that imageutil.c0 had the line typedef int pixel;

in it. In this typedef, we're saying to the compiler �everywhere I write pixel in my code, I really mean
int.
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The reason we had this typedef is that we wanted you to think about pixels just in terms of the
underlying bits rather than as numbers that you can do arithmetic with. In this case the new type name
is longer, but using a typedef allows you more easily think about the problems we asked you to solve
rather than the underlying implementation.

One helpful way to remember the order of the type names for typedefs is that if you remove the word
typedef, you'd be declaring a variable. For instance, if we write int pixel; we're declaring an int

and we're calling it pixel. Adding the typedef just changes this from a variable declaration to a type
declaration.

structs

A struct is a way of putting a bunch of things together and referring to them with names. It's really
convenient to put a bunch of variables together when we're implementing queues and stacks, as well as
other data structures. Here's some of the syntax.

1 struct point {
2 int x;
3 int y;
4 };
5

6 struct point∗ add_points (struct point ∗p1, struct point ∗p2)
7 //@requires p1 != NULL && p2 != NULL;
8 //@ensures \result != NULL;
9 {
10 struct point ∗new_point = alloc(struct point);
11 new_point −> x = p1 −> x + p2 −> x;
12 new_point −> y = p1 −> y + p2 −> y;
13 return new_point;
14 }
15 int main () {
16 struct point ∗p1 = alloc(struct point);
17 p1 −> x = 1;
18 p1 −> y = 0;
19 struct point ∗p2 = alloc(struct point);
20 p2 −> x = 3;
21 p2 −> y = 1;
22

23 struct point ∗sum = add_points(p1, p2);
24 //@assert sum −> x == 4;
25 //@assert sum −> y == 1;
26 return 0;
27 }

Stacks and Queues

Stacks are a LIFO (last in, �rst out) data structure. This is just like what we refer to as a stack in
English e.g. a stack of books.
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(Picture courtesy of Vegpu�/Wikipedia)

Here is the interface for stacks, as discussed in lecture:

1 stack stack_new();
2 bool stack_empty(stack S);
3 void push(stack S, string x);
4 string pop(stack S)
5 /∗@requires !stack_empty(S); @∗/ ;

Queues are a FIFO (�rst in, �rst out) data structure. This is just like what we refer to as a queue in
English e.g the queue (or line) at package pickup in the UC.

(Picture courtesy of Wikipedia)

Here is the interface for queues, as discussed in lecture:

1 queue queue_new();
2 bool queue_empty(queue Q);
3 void enq(queue Q, string x);
4 string deq(queue Q)
5 /∗@requires !queue_empty(Q); @∗/ ;

Checkpoint 0

Write a function to reverse a queue, using only the functions from the interface.
Below is the general structure of this function. You may not need to �ll in all the blanks.

1 /∗ Assume that you have data types stack and queue as described in lecture ∗/
2 queue reverse(queue Q)
3 //@requires

4 //@ensures

5 {
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6 //Hint : Allocate a temporary data structure

7 while( )

8 //@loop_invariant

9 //@loop_invariant

10 {
11

12

13 }
14 //Hint : Allocate another data structure

15 while( )

16 //@loop_invariant

17 //@loop_invariant

18 {
19

20

21 }
22 //Hint : Look at the function prototype

23 }

Checkpoint 1

Why did we NOT need contracts in the function above?

Checkpoint 2

Write a recursive function to count the size of a stack. At the end of the function, the stack must be
unmodi�ed (Hint : You will need to modify the stack within the function, but must ensure it is the same
at the end)
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Clac

clac is a relatively simple post�x-based programming language. As we read in numbers from the input
(which we represent as a queue), we push operands onto a stack and act on them based on the instructions
that are in the queue.

Here's an example of clac processing some input (you can get this yourself when working on the clac
assignment by running clac-ref).

$ clac-ref -trace

Clac top level

clac>> 5 9 2 7 3 + - / dup * %

stack || queue

|| 5 9 2 7 3 + - / dup * %

5 || 9 2 7 3 + - / dup * %

5 9 || 2 7 3 + - / dup * %

5 9 2 || 7 3 + - / dup * %

5 9 2 7 || 3 + - / dup * %

5 9 2 7 3 || + - / dup * %

5 9 2 10 || - / dup * %

5 9 -8 || / dup * %

5 -1 || dup * %

5 -1 -1 || * %

5 1 || %

0 ||

0

What's happening here? Well, we push all of the numbers onto the stack after reading them out of the
queue. Then, we get to the +, so we pop two items (the 7 and the 3) o� of the stack, add them, and
push their sum, 10, back on. Next, we get to the -, pop o� the 2 and 10 and subtract them, and get -8,
which we push on to the stack. Then, we get to the /. We pop 9 and -8 and divide them. 9/-8 rounds
to -1, so we push that onto the stack. Next, we execute the dup, which simply makes the top element
of the stack appear twice. We get to the *, which multiplies the top two elements, giving us 1. Finally,
we get to the %. 5 % 1 == 0, so we push 0. Then, we're out of instructions, so we end and pop the
top item o� of the stack and print it.

A common source of confusion with clac is if statements and else statements.

When we get to an if statement, we pop the top item o� of the stack. If it is 0, we skip the next two
tokens in the queue � we just ignore them. Otherwise (if it's non-zero), we continue processing tokens
as normal.

When we get to an else statement, we always skip the next token in the queue.

So, why are these if/else statements? Let's take a look at some clac code

NOTE: In clac code below, we're using x it to mean any arbitrary int � you should
�ll in an int, like 1, -1, 0, etc, if you're actually running the code.
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$ clac-ref -trace

Clac top level

clac>> 0 if 2 else 3

stack || queue

|| 0 if 2 else 3

0 || if 2 else 3

|| 3

3 ||

3

clac>> 1 if 2 else 3

stack || queue

3 || 1 if 2 else 3

3 1 || if 2 else 3

3 || 2 else 3

3 2 || else 3

3 2 ||

2

Next, let's write a simple clac program: one that calculates absolute value. We can de�ne |x| as follows:

|x| =

{
x ∗ 1 if x ≥ 0

x ∗ −1 if x < 0

So, if x is less than 0, we want to multiply it by −1 and otherwise we want to multiply it by 1. If we run
the clac command x 0 <, then it will result in 1 being on the top of the stack if x < 0 and 0 being on
the top of the stack otherwise.

We eventually want to multiply by either 1 or -1, so we should push the appropriate one of them onto
the stack: If x < 0 we multiply by -1, otherwise we multiply by 1.

So, we add if -1 else 1 to our command. Now we have

x 0 < if -1 else 1

This says �if x < 0, push -1 onto the stack. Otherwise, push 1 onto the stack.� This works because
when x 0 < evaluates to 0 (so x ≥ 0), we ignore the tokens -1 and else, so we just push 1 onto the
stack. If x 0 < evaluates to 1 (so x < 0), then we push -1 onto the stack and ignore the token 1.

Next, we want to multiply by x, so we add * to the end:

x 0 < if -1 else 1 *

This doesn't work, though! We popped x o� of the stack when we did the comparison. If we run the
above command, we get:

Error: Error: not enough elements on stack

So, we need to duplicate x before we compare, so we can still use it later:

x dup 0 < if -1 else 1 *

That will compute the absolute value of x.
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